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Let B: I’ x V -+ F be a bilinear form on the finite dimensional vector 
space V over the field F. No assumptions such as symmetry or skew symmetry 
are made, although we assume that B is nondegenerate. Another such form 
C: W x W + F is equivalent to B if there is an isomorphism q~: V -+ W 
such that C(cpu, TV) = B(u, V) f or all u and z, in V, such a p is called an 
isometry of I/ and W, or more precisely of B and C. 
The solution of the equivalence problem for alternating forms is well 
known, and solutions have also been obtained for symmetric forms, and 
more generally for hermitian forms and quadratic forms, over special fields. 
It seems to be less well known that in most cases the equivalence problem 
for general bilinear forms has also been “solved” by J. Williamson [lo]. 
His work was extended by G. E. Wall [9] to the case of sesquilinear forms 
over a division ring. These solutions consist of associating to B first a linear 
transformation, called the asymmetry of B, and second a sequence b, ,..., b, 
of symmetric, alternating, and hermitian forms; then B N C if and only if 
their asymmetries are similar and b, N ci , b, N ca ,..., b, ‘v c, . Thus 
once one has solved the equivalence problem for the “classical” types of 
forms over F (and its finite extensions), the general problem of equivalence 
is also solved. 
Williamson’s work was motivated originally by probIems in linear systems 
of differential equations and subsequently by the problem of determining 
the conjugacy classes, or “normal forms” of elements of the classical groups. 
The connection between these conjugacy classes and equivalence classes of 
bilinear forms can be found in [9]. The conjugacy problem has also been 
worked on more directly by many people (e.g., Springer [7], Zassenhaus [ll], 
Cikunov [3], Milnor [5]). I p ro p ose to apply techniques similar to those 
employed in the conjugacy problem, especially by Milnor, to recast the 
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equivalence theory of bilinear forms in what seems to me to be a clearer 
and more useful form. Furthermore, this method also leads to a solution in 
the case (in characteristic 2) previously unsolved in either the bilinear form 
or conjugacy class theory. The additional difficulties involved in this case 
are very similar to those encountered in the equivalence theory of integral 
quadratic forms in dyadic local fields (O’Meara [6]). 
The first appendix contains a version of Witt’s theorem for pseudo- 
quadratic forms, from which Witt’s theorem for trace-valued hermitian 
forms is deduced formally. P. Gabriel contributed a second entitled “Degen- 
erate Bilinear Forms”. 
1. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM TO THREE CASES 
If q EF[X] is a polynomial in one variable, the adjoint polynomial 
q* = iPeg* q(X-l), i.e., 
(a,Xk + ak-lXk-l + .*. + a,X + qJ* 
= a,Xk + a,Xk-l + .*. + a,-,X + ak 
if uK # 0. Clearly 
4 ** - --4 if q(0) # 0, k714‘J* = q1*42** 
q is called self-adjoint if q* = q, skew adjoint if q* = -q. 
(1) 
PROPOSITION 1. Let q be irreducible in F[X]. Then q* is also irreducible, 
and .zy q is self or skew adjoint, 
degqodd =$- q = a(X& l), aeF, 
deg q even =S q is self adjoint. 
Proof. q* is irreducible by (1). Suppose q* = Eq with c = & 1. If 
k = deg q is odd, then q is a linear combination of terms of the form 
Xi + cXkei, so q(-•E) = 0; thus X + E is a factor of the irreducible poly- 
nomial q, so q = a(X + c). Since q(E) = @q*(E) = E1+kq(c), E = 1 if deg q 
is even. 
Let B: V x V-F be a bilinear form. Assume B is nondegenerate, 
i.e., B(u, V) = 0 for all ZI implies u = 0. This is equivalent to B(u, v) = 0 
for all ZJ implying 9 = 0 since both are equivalent to det(B(wi , r+)) # 0 
(Vl ,--*, ZI, a basis of I’). The linear maps v w B( , V) and o i--t B(o, ) of V 
into its dual are both isomorphisms and so there is a unique 0 E GL(V) such 
that B( , 02)) = B(o, ) for all v, i.e., 
B(u, cm) = B(v, u) for all U, v E V. (2) 
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We call u the asymmetry of B. Thus for example u = 1 (identity) iff B is 
symmetric, u = -1 iff B is skew symmetric. 
If B is degenerate it does not necessarily have an asymmetry, i.e., a 
u E GL( I’) satisfying (2), nor would an asymmetry be unique. Suppose that 
B has an asymmetry. Make I’ into an F[X]-module such that X . o = uw. 
Since B(u, w) = B(a, uo), we have B(uu, V) = B(u, C&J) and more 
generally if Q EF[;YI has degree K 
B(q(u)u, w) = B(u, q(u-1)w) = B(u, u-kq*(u)w). (3) 
Let us say that subspaces U and W of V are orthogonal if B( U, W) = 0. 
This does not imply in general that W and U are orthogonal. 
If U is a submodule of the F[X]-module I’ then the left orthogonal 
complement {w E V : B(w, U) = 0} of U and the right orthogonal complement 
(w E V : B( U, w) = 0} are equal since B( U, w) = B(w, 0U) = B(w, U); 
thus in this case W and U are orthogonal iff U and W are orthogonal. In 
particular the left and right radicals of B (i.e., the two orthogonal complements 
of I’) are equal. Conversely it is easy to show that if the left and right radicals 
are equal, then B has an asymmetry, although we shall not use this fact. 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose V (i.e., B) is non-degenerate and V = U @ W 
with U and W orthogonal. Then U and W are nondegenerate subspaces of V. 
Further Wand U are also orthogonal if and only if one of them is an F[X]- 
submodule; and then both are submodules, and we write V = U 1 W. 
Proof. The proof of the nondegeneracy of U and W is straightforward 
and it has already been shown that W and U are orthogonal if one of them 
is a submodule. Conversely if Wand U are orthogonal then since B( W, U) = 
B(U, uW) = B(u-lU, W), we must have UW C W and a-1U C U so both 
are submodules. 
In general, if V = VI @ **. @ V, with Vi and Vi orthogonal for all 
distinct i andj, we write V = VI 1 ..+ 1 V, and say that V is the orthogonal 
direct sum of VI ,..., V,. . It follows from Proposition 2 that each Vi is then 
a submodule of V if V is nondegenerate. 
For each manic irreducible divisor p of the minimal polynomial of u, 
the p-primary component V, = {w E V : pa = 0 for Y > 0} is a sub- 
module, and V is their direct sum. 
PROPOSITION 3. VP and VP, are orthogonal unless p’ = cp* for some c E F. 
Proof. Suppose p’ # cp*. Then p* and p’ are relatively prime and so 
p*(u) is bijective on V,, . Choose Y large enough so that p(u)’ = 0 on V, ; 
then by (3) 
0 = B(p(u)’ V, , V,,) = B(Vv , u-~‘~*(c+ V,,) = B(lr,, , V,,). 
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COROLLARY. V is the orthogonal direct sum of the subspaces 
v, 0 v,* (P” -t ZkP) and l’, (P” = ip). 
THEOREM 4. Let B and C be nondegenerate bilinear forms on V and W 
resp. If V and Ware isometric, the asymmetries u and 7 of B and C are similar. 
Moreover V and W are isometric if and only if for every manic irreducible 
polynomial p, the following isometries hold: 
v, 0 v,* N w, @ w,* when P* f fP, 
VD N w, when P” = &P. 
Proof. If v: V---f W is an isometry, then 
C(p, quv) = B(u, ov) = B(v, u) = C(g)v, vu) = C(,u, T~z)) 
and so ~a = 7~. It follows that o and 7 are similar, and that y is an F[X]- 
homomorphism whence 9): V, 3 W, and so the necessity of the last 
statement is proved. The sufficiency is trivial by the corollary of Proposition 3. 
Theorem 4 reduces the equivalence problem for nondegenerate forms to 2 
cases: 
Case I: V = V, @ V,, , w= w,ow,*,p*zip. 
Case II: V = V, , W = W, , p* = fp. 
For reasons to appear later, II breaks up into 2 cases: 
Case IIa: degp > 1, or degp = 1 and charF # 2. 
Case IIb: degp = 1 and char F = 2. 
By Proposition 1, degp = 1 and p* = &p means that p = X f 1. 
Case I is easily disposed of: 
THEOREM 5. In Case I, V N W zje and only if (T and T (the asymmetries of 
B and C) are similar. 
Proof. The necessity was proved in Theorem 4. Suppose then that o 
and 7 are similar. Then u 1 V1, and 7 1 W, are also similar. Choose #: V, 3 W, 
to satisfy *O = T* on V, . 
By Proposition 3 both V, and V,* are self orthogonal and so B makes V,, 
into the dual space of V, : (u, v)r, = B(u, v) for u E V, , v E V,, . Similarly 
W,, can be viewed as the dual of W, , and we let “4: W,, ---f V,, be the 
transpose of 4, (#u, w),~ = (u, t#w)V, , and let $* = $V be the contra- 
gredient. 
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Define 
p =+o+*: V,@V,*+ W*@ w,*. 
Since these 4 direct summands are self orthogonal, to show that ‘p is an 
isometry it suffices to show that C(~U, pw) = B(u, w) if u E V, , v E V,, 
and if u E V/‘,* , w E V, . In the first case 
C(lpu, cpv) = C(qhu, I+b*v> = B(u, “I)$b*w) = B(u, w) 
and in the second 
c(qh*u, #v) = c(T-lt)w, +*u> = C($klv, $*u) = B(o-lv, u) = B(u, ?I). 
An alternative proof consists of choosing bases of V, and W, in which 
the restrictions of u and T have the same matrix M, enlarging these bases to 
bases of V and W by adding on the dual bases of V,, and W,, , and then 
showing that the matrices of B and C in these bases are both equal to 
In Case II a further decomposition of V = V, can be given, although 
it is not in general uniquely determined. It is shown in the theory of finitely 
generated torsion modules over F[X] that V = VI @ ... @ V, , where VS 
is free over F[X]/(p”) and p’ is the minimal polynomial of (T. 
LEMMA 6. The above decomposition can be chosen so that the VS are 
mutually orthogonal: V = V, 1 ... 1 V,. . 
Proof. The proof is by induction on Y. Since Y = 1 is trivial assume Y > 1. 
It suffices to show that V, is a nondegenerate subspace of V. For then 
V = V’ @ V, where V’ and V, are orthogonal; by Proposition 2 
V = V’ 1 V,. and V’ is a submodule and is nondegenerate. By the theory of 
modules over F[X], the annihilator of V’ is of the form (p”) where s < Y, 
so we may apply the induction hypothesis to V’ to conclude the proof. 
So suppose 0 # v E V, . Choose t > 0 so that ptv # 0 = pt+lv, and 
then choose w E V, so that pr-lw = ptw (that w exists can be seen by 
expressing ptv in terms of a basis of V, over F[X]/(p’)). Then if 
u E VI @ ... @ V,-, , B(p%, u) = B(w, u- (T--l)kp*r-l~) = 0, and so there 
is an x E V, such that 
0 # B(p%, x) = B(v, u+~~*~x) 
whence B(v, V,) # 0, and the proof is complete. 
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Assume still that V = V, . Then the subringF[u] of End, V is --F[X]/(p’) 
and so is a local ring with proper ideals (p(u)) 3 (p(u)“) 3 ... 3 (p(o)‘) = 0. 
Let 7r be any generator of (p(u)), and define for s 3 0 
V(s) = (v E V : X%J = 0) = ker(v t+ +v) 
where no = 1. Then V(s) is a submodule of V independent of the choice of 
the generator r, and it is easy to see that if V = VI @ ..* @ V, is a splitting 
of the above type then V(s) = V if s > r and 
V(s) = v, @ ... @ v, @ TrVs+l @ -.* @ 7r’-“V, (4) 
if s < r. 
Since 
p(u-1)’ = u-‘“p*(u)’ = 0, 
the map u F+ u-l induces an involution on F[u] taking r to another generator 
vr’ of (p(o)); th en B(u, WV) = B(rr’zl, v) for all u, v E V. Suppose 
v= V,I..-j- VT, so each V, is nondegenerate. If II, v E V, and t < s 
then B(u, r&v) = B(Gu, v) so the orthogonal complement (in V,) of +V, 
is V(t) n V, = 7FtVs , Using (4), one obtains in a straightforward manner 
(nv(s))~ = V(t) + 7P-tv, (5) 
and furthermore it is easy to see that 
(+--1V(#- n V(S) = V, I *-’ 1 v*-, 1 TVs I 7rvs+l I *** I s7+*vr 
= V(s - 1) + ?rV(s + 1) (6) 
whence 
vs/rvs - V(s)/( V(s - 1) + TV@ + 1)) 
via the map o + XV, H v + (V(s - 1) + nV(s + 1)). 
(7) 
2. HERMITIAN FORMS 
Let U be a vector space of dimension m over the field E and suppose that E 
has an involution L. Suppose that t.~ E E or Z and pp” = 1, with the obvious 
interpretation if p E 2. A map h: U x U -+ E is a p-hermitian form if it is 
linear in the first variable, t-linear in the second i.e., additive and h(u, av) = 
abh(u, v), and if h(u, v) = $z(e, u)‘ for all u and v. The set of p-hermitian 
forms on U forms a vector space H(b, p) over the fixed field E,, of c. 
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If L is the identity, p = fl and we view p as being in Z rather than in E. 
When p = 1, h is a symmetric bilinear form. When p = - 1 and char F # 2, 
h is alternating; we adopt the convention that when charF = 2, TV = - 1 
again means that h is alternating. 
If E = f 1 E 2, p E End,U is called c-&joint (with respect to h) if 
for all u and v. The e-adjoint endomorphisms with respect to h form an 
EO-subspace A(e) of End,U. 
LEMMA 7. (a) Suppose L # identity. Then dimzO H(L, p) = m2, and 
dimzo A(r) = m2 if h is nondegenerate. 
(b) Suppose c = identity, so p = fl EZ. Then dim, H(b, p) = 
am(m + p). If h is nondegenerate, dim, A(E) = +m(m + 6~) when char E # 2, 
and =$m(m + 1) when char E = 2. 
Proof. The choice of a basis of U leads to an E,-,-isomorphism h ++ H 
from H(L, CL) to the space of m by m matrices which satisfy tH = pHk, and 
which have 0 diagonal in the alternating case L = identity and p = -1 
(this additional requirement is really only necessary when char E = 2). 
This means that the entries above the diagonal can be chosen arbitrarily and 
then those below the diagonal are completely determined, while each 
diagonal entry must satisfy a = F~, and must be 0 in the alternating case. 
The formula for dim H(L, CL) in (b) follows at once. Suppose L # identity. 
Then the E,,-subspace of E of those a E E satisfying a = pa” can be shown 
to have dimension 1 (note that u = 1 + p is in it). Thus dimzO H(L, p) = 
2 * $(m - 1)m + m = m2. 
Let Q, be the matrix of v E End V. Then v is l -adjoint with respect to 
h E H(L, p) iff WH = EH@, which is equivalent to t(HL~) = E~~(HL@)~ 
since tH = PP. Unless char E = 2 and L = identity, this says that 
H@ E H(L, epLL) and so if h is nondegenerate, i.e., His invertible, dimzo A(r) = 
dimzO H(L, +L) and the formulas for dim A(E) follow in this case. When 
char E = 2 and L = identity, the condition is that H@ be symmetric, so 
dimz A(r) = gm(m + 1) and the proof is finished. 
Now suppose that E is a finite extension of a field F C EO . Let Tr: E -+ F 
be a nonzero F-linear map such that Tr(aL) = Tr a for all a in E. We take 
Tr = identity if F = E. If E/F is separable one can take Tr = TrEIF , 
otherwise Tr can be chosen to be TrEIE o followed by any nonzero F-linear 
map E, -+ F. 
If hEH(L,p) we let Tr,h =Troh: U x U+F. Then D =Tr,h 
is a bilinear form satisfying 
D(au, v) = D(u, a‘v), m, v) = qv, P) (8) 
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for all u and ZI. The first condition says that L is the adjoint with respect to D 
on E C End&, and the second says that p is an asymmetry of D. Let B(L, CL) 
be the collection of bilinear forms D: U x U + F satisfying (8). It is a 
vector space over E,, if one defines (aD)(u, v) = D(au, v). 
THEOREM 8.l The map Tr, : H(L, ,u) + B(L, p) defined 6y the com- 
mutative diagram 
is an isomorphism of E,-vector spaces, and the radical of Tr,h = the radical 
of h. 
Proof. That it is an E,-homomorphism is easy to see. To show that it is 
an isomorphism it suffices to prove that, given D E B(L, p), there is a unique 
h E H(1, p) with trace D. 
We begin by showing that there is a unique map h: U x U -+ E satisfying 
Troh = D, h(au, v) = ah(u, v) for all 24, a. 
The dual space E* of the F-vector space E has dimension 1 E : F 1 over F. 
But it is also a vector space over E via (M)(a) = A(&) and hence must have 
dimension 1 over E. Thus E* = ETr. If u and v are vectors in U, the map 
a H D(au, v) is in E* and so there is a unique element in E, call it h(u, v), 
such that 
D(au, v) = Tr(ah(u, v)) 
for all a in E. 
If b E E then Tr ah@, v) = D(abu, v) = Tr abh(u, v) so the uniqueness 
of h(bu, v) implies that h(bu, v) = bh( u v so h has the required properties. , ) 
If g is another such map U x U + E, then Tr ag(u, v) = Trg(atl, v) = 
D(au, v) = Tr ah(u, v) for all a, u and v and so again the uniqueness of 
h(u, v) implies that g = h. 
We now show that h E H(L, p). To show that h is additive in both variables, 
one uses the definition of h, the biadditivity of D and additivity of Tr to 
show, e.g., that 
Tr ah(u, + u2 , v) = Tr Mu1 , v) + h(u, , v)) 
from which additivity in the first variable follows, again by the uniqueness 
of h. 
1 This theorem is, to a large extent, a special case of Theorem 7.1 in [4]. 
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Similarly using (8) and Tr o c = Tr one gets h(w, U) = $z(u, D)&, from 
which, along with linearity in the first variable, one gets semilinearity in the 
second variable, and so h is a p-hermitian form as desired. 
Since b = 0 iff Tr ab = 0 for all a in E, h(u, v) = 0 for all u in V iff 
Tr h(au, U) = 0 for all a and u. Thus rad h = rad Tr,h as desired. 
3. CASE IIa 
In this section V = V, with p* = &p, and also charF # 2 when 
degp = 1 i.e., p = X & 1. If degp > 1 then degp is even and p is self 
adjoint by Proposition 1, and so if we define 
r = u-(l/z)deg*p(u) E F[u] C EndrV, 
it is easily seen that 7r is self adjoint with respect to B, 
B(n-24, w) = B(u, m). 
Ifp=Xfl and 
n = a - u-1 E F[u] C End,V 
then rr is skew adjoint with respect to B, 
B(m, v) = B(u, -m). 
Define E = &l to satisfy B(m, v) = B(u, ~~21). The other important 
property of 7~ is that it generates the maximal ideal (p(u)) of F[u]. Let E = F(6) 
be the residue class field F[u]/(a). Th e minimal polynomial of b is p, and 
since p* = -J-p, ii-1 is also a root of p and so E has an involution c such that 
c3& = 6-l. It is the identity iff deg p = 1, and then 5 = &l and E = F. 
If 1 < s < r let V(s) = ker(o H +o) as in Section 1 and define a bilinear 
form B, on V(s) x V(s) by Bs(u, w) = B(T+~u, v). It has &-lu (restricted 
to V(s)) as asymmetry and radical (T@V(S))~ n V(s) = V(s - 1) + rV(s + 1) 
by (6). Define rr, = V(s)/(V(s - 1) + n-V(s + 1)); it is an F[u]-module 
annihilated by rr and so we may suppose that E C End, vs. Furthermore 
there is a nondegenerate bilinear form 
B,: rs x rs-+FF, B&i, e) = B(T%, w) 
with asymmetry es-% E E such that L is the adjoint of B, on E : B,(aii, B) = 
B,(zz, al@) for a E E. With Tr: E -+ F as in the preamble of Theorem 8, 
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there is by this theorem a unique nondegenerate +iG-hermitian form 
h, : p, x vS --f E 
satisfying Tr 0 h,? = B, . 
Suppose C: W X W -F is another bilinear form with W = W, and 
asymmetry similar to o. We denote the asymmetry of W by 0 also and 
identify the subrings F[u] which it generates in EndrV and EndrW. Let 
g, ,..., g, be the hermitian forms for C defined as were h, ,..., h, for B. 
THEOREM 9 (Case Ha). The bilinear forms B and C are equivalent over 
F, B 7 C, if and only if h, 7 g, ,..., h, z g, . 
Proof. (1) If 9: V + W is an isometry, then v is an F[a]-isomorphism 
(see the proof of Theorem 4) and hence induces E-isomorphisms 
8 Trg,(p,iE, V~V) = C(+-ly~, p) = B(m - lu, v) = Tr h,(@, a) 
and so since the map Tr, in Theorem 8 is injective, g,(v,ti, v$?) = h,(c, 6) 
so g, c1 h, . 
(2) To prove the converse we may assume that V = V, . Indeed 
we write 8= V,l...J-V, and W= W,l..-l W,. by Lemma6. 
Now V, N VJPV, by (7) and it is easy to see that this isomorphism 
is actually an isometry with respect to h, and the only nonzero hermitian 
form attached to B ) y,x9 ; this latter form is therefore equivalent to the 
analogous form attached to C Iw,Xw, and so by assumption there is an 
isometry V, N W, (with respect to the respective restrictions of B and C) 
for each s, and since V and Ware the orthogonal direct sums of these spaces, 
B _N C as desired. 
(3) To simplify the notation, we drop the subscript s from V, , pis , h, , 
etc. The proof proceeds by showing, by induction on t = s - 1, s - 2,..., 0 
the existence of an Fro]-isomorphism 9: V + W such that 
C(T+U, cp) = B(nf, v) (9) 
for all u, v in V. The map v for t = 0 is then the required isometry. 
When t = s - 1 we let $5: r + w be an isometry, g(q, @) = h(r~, e). 
Take traces to get C(+?ii, 9~) = B(ti, u). “Lift” q to an Fro]-homomorphism 
p: V -+ W, so that 3 = @. (This can be done by choosing a basis v, ,..., v, 
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of VoverF[u], definingpi ,..., IV,, in W so their images in ware qcl ,... , +6,, , 
and then extending by linearity). By the definition of c and B we get 
c(7r-p4, cp) = B(7+U, v) 
which is (9) for t = s - 1. Furthermore the image in E of det 9 (using 
fixed bases of V and W over F[u]) is det 9 # 0 and so det v is a unit and 9 
is an isomorphism. 
We therefore suppose that t < s - 1 and that we have found an F[u]- 
isomorphism 9 such that 
qTrt+$m, qw) = B(?rt+k, v). (10) 
-- 
(4) We next construct on E,-homomorphism D: Hom,(V, W) + B = 
B(L, 25) = bilinear forms on 7 x v satisfying (8) with p = &, and show 
it is surjective. If $ E Homk(T, w) we may, as before, lift it to 
4 E HomFroj( V, W) so that @) = $(6) for all v E V. Define 
D$: v x v+F, D&i, v) = C(+#u, p) + es-t-1C(?r8-lqm, I@). 
Since + = 0 and a, and # are F[u]-homomorphisms, D, is a well defined 
bilinear form; and if a = q(6) E E (where q E F[Xj), it follows readily from 
w4 Wl> ws) = C(w, , q(u-l)wJ that D$(au, v) = Dg(ii, a%) since uL = 
q(6-l). One can also check that & is an asymmetry of Ds , so D$ is in B. 
Furthermore if t,Y is another lifting of $ to V then 4(v) E (cl’(v) mod TV and -- 
it follows easily that $ ++ D, is a well defined map D: Hom,(V, W) -+ B. 
It is clearly additive and a proof similar to those above shows that it is 
E,,-linear. 
We now determine the kernel of D. D, = 0 iff 
C(TPl#U, glv) = -E*--t--1C(T8--1pu, $hv) for all 24, v E V. 
Set 5 = I+$+ E End,t,lW. Since ‘p is onto, this condition is equivalent to 
c(Tr-qu, v) = -E~-t-lC(3T+d, <v) for all U, v E W. 
By the definition of C this equality is the same as e(G, U) = -es-t-le(~, G) 
and this in turn is equivalent to 
g(G, a> = -@-t-lg(ii, G) 
for all u, v in W, for if this last equation did not hold for some particular IL 
and v, one could multiply each side by a suitable a E E and take traces to get 
c(&zi~, V) # -~8-~-rC(uil, F). We therefore see that Dy = 0 iff 5 = $@-’ is 
-@-l-adjoint with respect to g. 
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Thus dim, ker D = dim, A(-&--I) in the terminology of Lemma 7. 
Suppose first ihat E = -I, i.:., 0 = fl and E = E, = F. Since g is Ed-%- 
symmetric and the forms in B are &-symmetric, we get by Lemma 7(b) 
dim ker D + dim B = (l/2) n(n + E~-%?( -P--l)) + (l/2) n(n + &) = na. 
Now dim ker D + dim im D = dim Hom(V, W) = n2, so im D = B, i.e. 
D is surjective. Now suppose E = 1. By Theorem 8, dimB, B = 
dimEO H(L, &) and so by Lemma 7(a) 
dimRO ker D + dimEO B = n2 + n2 = dim, Hom,(V, W) 
and again D is onto. Therefore D is surjective in all cases. 
(5) Now define a bilinear form 
D,: v x Y+F, D&i, 6) = B(&, w) - C(Apu, p). 
It is well defined, for if v + nw is another representative of V, for example, 
then B(&, VW) - C(n+, vrw) = B(&+%u, w) - C(&++U, VW) = 0 by 
(10) which shows that the choice of v does not change D,(fi, v). An easy 
calculation shows Do E B(L, A). 
Therefore there is an # E Homrt,,l( V, W) such that D, = D, . This 
means that 
B(7rf, v) = C(nfu, pu) + C(7rqh, p) + Es-t-qr--lp, I/v). 
Add in the term C(W~-~$ZC, ~~-~-t@), which is 0 since t < s - 1 implies 
m2(s-1)-t = 0, to get 
B(n54, v) = C(7qcpu + 7rs--t--1$h), p + ?r-“-1$/b). 
Thus replacement of q by v + z+-l1,4 yields (9). Since s - t - 1 > 0, v 
an isomorphism implies p + ~~-~-l# is an isomorphism (e.g., by determinants 
in F[u]) and so Theorem 9 is proved. 
4. CASE IIb 
Now we suppose that p = X + 1 and characteristic of F = 2. As prime 
element in F[u] we choose Z- = u + 1. The adjoint of n is 0-r + 1 = o+. 
So for example, 
B(m, 0) = B(u, o-b-w). 
As in Case IIa, we consider the bilinear form B(~T~-%, V) on V(s) x V(s) 
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for s = l,..., r where (X + 1)’ is the minimal polynomial of u. Since 
7~--lu = ~8-1 on V(s), it is easy to see that this form is symmetric. And it 
induces a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form h, on vs x r$ where 
Vs is defined as before. 
We next define quadratic forms 
Qd: V+F, s = 0, l,... 
by QT?(v) = B(+w, +n) where 7To = 1. The bilinear form /3+ of Q+ is 
p7+, w) = B(Tr%, 7rs+lw), and Qrr” = 0 if 2s 3 r. The radical of firs is 
V(2s + 1) and the radical of Q+ is 
V(2s + l)O = {V E V(2s + 1) : B(?r%, 7r%) = oj 
= {ZJ E V(2s + 1) : hss+r(2), 8) = O}. 
Thus 7rV(2s + 2) + V(2s) C V(2s + I),, . Obviously V(2s + l),, is an 
F[a]-module. 
To obtain a nondegenerate quadratic form, we divide out by radQ+: 
define Qs to be the resulting quadratic form on V/V(2s + I&, i.e., 
Qs(a) = B(+v, n%). The defect of Qs is V(2s + l)/V(2s + l),, so Q8 is 
nondefective iff hssfl is alternating. 
Consider a second nondegenerate bilinear form C: W x W -+ F with 
asymmetry similar to u and denoted also by a. Let g, , g, ,... be the symmetric 
forms attached to C and R, , R, ,... its quadratic forms. 
THEOREM 10 (Case IIb). B ‘v C if and o$y if hzs+r ~g,,,, and 
Qs N A, for s = 0, I,..., [r/2]. 
Proof. The necessity is proved as in Theorem 9. Consider the sufficiency. 
(1) We show first that it suffices to find a map q~: V + W such that 
v is an F[u]-isomorphism and R~~~(cpu) = QrrO(u) for all u in V. (11) 
Suppose that q is such a mapping. It is also an isometry with respect to the 
forms /3rr” and v” (where @ is the bilinear form of RT?) and hence 
if u or vEnV. 
(la) We show that we may also suppose that v induces an isometry 
(V(l), B) -+ (W(l), C), i.e., an isometry V(1) -+ W( 1) with respect to 
B 1 r(ijX r(i) and C 1 w(l)Xw(l) . Take a splitting V = VI @ V, @ **. @ V, 
of the usual kind and let V,, = V, @ ... @ V, . Since ‘p is an F[u]-iso- 
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morphism W = vV1 @ ... @ p,Vr is a splitting of the same type and it is 
easy to check that the restriction of C to TV, = qV&r~V, is equivalent to 
g, (cf. (7)). Similarly th e restriction of B to VI is equivalent to h, , and so 
there is an isometry vr : (VI , B) -+ (vVI , C). Since nVI = 0 = mpV, , 
it is trivially an F[u]-homomorphism. Let y’ = y1 0~ / VO. Since im y’ = 
im q = W, v’ is an F[a]-isomorphism. Now V( 1) = VI @ 7rV(2), see (4) 
e.g., and by (6) the radical of B on V(1) x V(1) is ~rV(2); similar statements 
hold for W and it follows immediately that v’: (V(l), B) -+ (W(l), C) is 
an isometry. 
The equality Rff(v’a) = Qv”(v) h o s i v is in VI (by the choice of qr) Id f 
or in V, (since it holds for q), and so it holds in V = VI + V, since 
VI _C rad /3&’ and q,Vr _C rad 7O. Thus when we replace v by q’, we get 
the desired result. 
(lb) Next we show that we may suppose that (12) holds if either 
u or v is in V(1) + TV. It has already been shown to hold if u or v is in TV 
and (11) is satisfied; thus it suffices to adjust q in such a way that (ll), and 
(12) for u E V(1) and v arbitrary, both hold. We may in fact suppose that 
24 E V, since V(1) + 7rV = VI + nV. 
The mapping w F+ B(w, ) is an isomorphism of V onto its dual V* 
which carries 7rV(2) onto the subspace of V* which annihilates (7rV(2))‘- = 
V(1) + TV. If u E VI , the mapping v e C(vu, TV) - B(u, v) is also in this 
subspace (by (la) and the remark preceding (la)). Thus there is a unique 
vector in 7rV(2), call it #u, such that 
W% 4 = C(v4 9Jv) - qu, v) (13) 
for all v in V. It is easy to see that (G: VI -+ nV(2) is an F-homomorphism, 
and hence also an F[u]-homomorphism. We may suppose that I/ is actually 
an F[u]-homomorphism of V into 7rV(2) by defining it to be 0 on 
V, @ +a* @ V,. . The F[o]-homomorphism 1 + # is actually an isomorphism 
since if (1 + #)u = 0 then u = #u is in TV(~) C ker # so u = $u = 0. 
We shall now show that ?‘I = ~(1 + (CI) has the required properties, 
enabling us to replace p by p’. 
Since im ~4 _C rrW(2) C rad Rn”, Rd’(p)‘v) = Rd(qv) = Q@(v). Similarly 
since im + _C W(l)l, C(cp’u, v’v) = C(cp’u, qm) if u E V(1); since im # C 7rV, 
C(q#u, TV) = B(I,& v) and so C(~‘U, p) = B(u, v) if u E V, when one 
takes (13) into account. 
(lc) Conclusion of proof of (1). The subspace Y of Hom,( W, mW(2)) 
of mappings whose kernel contains W’ = W( 1) + rrW is isomorphic to 
Hom,( W/W’, nW(2)) and consists of F[u]-homomorphisms since the kernels 
contain Z-W and the images are annihilated by 7r. Since (77W(2))l = W’, 
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dim,W/W’ = dimqW(2) = m say, so dimly = m2. If # E Y, the bilinear 
form C(#u, V) on W has left radical ker 4 1 IV’ and right radical = (im #)’ 
which contains (7rW(2))l = W’; we therefore obtain a bilinear form C, on 
W/W’ given by CJti, V) = C(@, o). The mapping 16 H C, is clearly 
F-linear and injective and hence by dimensions must be onto the space of 
bilinear forms of W/W’. Choose I/I so that D = C, is symmetric and non- 
degenerate. 
If 0 E EndrW/W’, let A@) be the bilinear form 0(&i, 6) + D(u, 8~) on 
W/W’. Then A is an F-linear mapping of End W/W’ into the space of 
alternating forms on W/W’ which has dimension (l/2) m(m - 1). The 
kernel of d consists of those 0 which are self adjoint with respect to D and 
therefore has dimension (l/2) m(m + 1) by Lemma 7. A is therefore 
surjective, i.e., every alternating form on W/W’ is of the form d(8). 
Since 9 is an isometry with respect to @TO and RvTO, the bilinear form 
C(u, q - B(p-124, tp-1 a is alternating; since its radical contains IV’ by (lb), ) 
it induces an alternating form on W/W’ which is of the form A(g) for some 8. 
Let 8 E End,[,lW be a lifting of this 8. Since D(ii, 8~) = D(h, a), we get 
C(u, a) - B(rp-4, ‘p-l”) = C(ipu, v) + C(@w, u). 
Since im # C W(l), qh = a/ and so C(I,%, U) = C(U, $8~); thus upon 
replacing u and v by q~u and p and setting (1 + $0)q1 = #, the above 
equation becomes 
B(u, v) = C(cp’u, y’s) 
for all u and z, in I’ since im I/J Z nW(2) implies C(@~U, (G-e(pv) = 0. This 
finishes the proof of (1). 
(2) We now prove the following lemma: let M and N be isomorphic 
finitely generated F[ u -modules; then any F[u]-isomorphism #: M/M(s) ---f ] 
N/N(s) can be “lifted” to an F[u]-isomorphism YP: M -+ N. 
Proof. Write M as a direct sum of cyclic modules and let MI (resp. M,) 
be the direct sum of those cyclic modules which are (resp. are not) annihilated 
by ~8. Then M = M, @ M, , MI (resp. M,) maps onto 0 (resp. M/M(s)) 
under the canonical map M -+ M/M(s), and M,(s) c TM,. Write 
N = Nr @ N, in the same manner. Then MI ~11 NI , Mz N N, ; let 
Yi : MI 2 Nr be any F[u]-isomorphism. 
Suppose that M, is the direct sum of the nonzero cyclic modules 
F[ul x1 ,.a., F[u] x, and choose y1 ,..., ya in Na such that the image of yr in 
N/N(s) is the image of xi under M -+ M/M(s) 3 N/N(s) for i = l,..., 4. 
Let Ya : M, -+ N, be the unique F[u]-homomorphism such that Yax, = yi 
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for i = l,..., 4. Then !P = Yi @ ‘Pa : M - N is clearly a lifting of # and 
to show it is an isomorphism it suffices to show that u-l, is an isomorphism. 
Since the xi generate Ma, their images in N/N(s) generate it, so their images 
in (N/N(s))/rr(N/N(s)) generate it. But this latter module is isomorphic to 
(N2/N2(s))/rr(N2/N,(s)) which is isomorphic to N&rNa since N,(s) C nNa . 
These isomorphisms are all “natural” and one infers without difficulty that 
the images of the yi under Na + N&Na generate this latter module, and so 
(e.g., by Nakayama’s lemma [2]) the yi generate N, , which implies that Ya 
is onto, and hence an isomorphism (say by Jordan-Holder lengths). 
(3) The theorem can now be proved by induction on Y. When r = 1, 
B = hi N g, = C. Suppose then that r > 1. The bilinear form B(rm, m) 
on V has radical V(2) and so defines a nondegenerate bilinear form B’ on 
V’ = V/Y(2), B’(u’, v’) = B(n-u, VV). Its asymmetry u’ and n’ = 1 + u’ 
are the transformations induced on V’ by o and r. Since 
V’(s) = V(s + 2)/V(2) for s 2 0, 
there is a natural isomorphism between V’(s)/rr’V’(s + 1) + v’(s - 1) 
and V(s + 2)/7rV(s + 3) + V(s + 1) for s > 1, given by V’ t+ 6 where 
v E V(s + 2). It is actually an isometry: h,‘(ti’, 8) = B’(vr’s-lu’, ZJ’) = 
B(d’u, m); since u and ZI E V(s + 2), this is equal to B(++lu, v) = h,+,(?l; e)). 
We next show that Qs’ and Qs+i are also equivalent. First of all v’(2s + I),, 
consists of the V’ in V’(2.r + 1) such that h&+l(~‘, 6’) = 0, so by the above 
it is the image in I” of those v E V(2s + 3) with has+s(v, V) = 0, i.e., 
V’(2s + I),, = V(2s + 3),/V(2). Th ere ore f there is a natural isomorphism 
between V’/V’(2s + I),, and V/V(2s + 3)s and it is easily checked that it 
is an isometry with respect to Qs and Q8+1 . 
In a similar manner we may define a bilinear form C’ on w’ = W/W(2) 
with associated forms g,‘,..., R,‘,... . Then A’;,,, =&+3 = h2s+3 ‘v &+I 
and similarly Rs’ z Qi. Since V’ and w’ are isomorphic as Fro]-modules 
they are also isomorphic as F[a’]-modules so the asymmetries of V’ and W 
are similar. Therefore by the induction hypothesis there is an isometry 
8’: V’ + IV’, C’(BIu’, f3’v’) = #(EC’, v’) which is necessarily F[o’]-linear 
(cf. proof of Theorem 4) and so also Fro]-linear. 
By (2), 8’ can be lifted to an F[u]-isomorphism 8: V-t W. If 
V = V1 @ *.. @ V, is a splitting of the usual kind, the restrictions of B 
and C to I’, and W, = 0Vr resp. are equivalent to h, and g, resp., and so 
we may change 0 ( y1 to ensure that it is an isometry on V, with respect to B 
and C; since Vi C V(2) and WI C W(2), th e new 0 will still lift 8’, and will 
still be Fro]-linear since 0 is 1 on V, and W, . 
It follows that 0 is also an isometry on each of the subspaces V(1) and aV, 
with respect to B and C. Indeed V(1) = Vi @ z-V(2) and W(1) = 
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W, @ VW(~), and 7rV(2) and 7rW(2) are the radicals of B and C restricted 
to V(1) and W(l), resp. A s f or TV, one uses the facts that 8’ is an isometry 
and 0 is F[u]-linear. 
Now eV(l) = W(l), and if z, E V(1) then B(v, V) = 0 iff C(Ba, 0~) = 0, 
so 19V(l), = W(l), and f3 induces an F[u]-isomorphism 
e*: v* = vjv(i), + w* = w/w(i), . 
It satisfies R,(t?*nv*) = C(Brrv, em) = B(m, m) = QO(~*) and SO by 
Witt’s theorem (see the appendix) B* 1 TV* can be extended to an isometry 
v*: (V*, QO) --f (W*, &) since TV* and rW* have intersection 0 with the 
defects of Q,, and R, (the defect of Q,, , for example, is the image of V, in I’*). 
Let /3s and y0 be the bilinear forms belonging to Q0 and R, . An easy 
calculation, using ~/o(u*, v*) = C(U, TV) and the fact that 0 is an F[u]- 
isometry on WV, shows that y,(B*rru *, 0*v*) = ,!J(rrtc*, v*), and from this 
one gets y,,(B*rru*, (v* - e*) v*) = 0 for all u and v in V. This means that 
z-(T* - t9*) V* C def R, n nW* = 0 i.e., ~T(T* - e*) = 0. Since 
cp)* - e*JT = 0 and 8s = ne*, 
we get 7rq* = PART, i.e., y* is F[u]-linear. 
We show next that q* can be lifted to an F[u]-isomorphism V -+ W. 
Choose an F[u]-splitting V* = def Q0 @ V,,*, and then a subspace v’ of V 
which maps isomorphically onto def Q,, under the canonical map V -+ V*; 
the map V’ -+ def Q,, is an F[o]-isomorphism since o is the identity on both 
(the inverse image of def Q,, in V is V( 1)). If V, is the inverse image of V,* 
in V, it follows that V = V’ @ V,, and V,,/V,,(l) ru V,,* since Vo(l) = V( 1)s. 
Now rp* defQ, = def R, so W* = def R, @ W,,* where W,* = ?*VO*. 
The analogous construction for W leads to W = w’ @ W, . Clearly V’ and 
IV’ are Fro]-isomorphic and therefore so are V,, and W, by elementary 
divisor theory. The required lifting q of v* is obtained as the “direct sum” 
of the (unique) lifting of F* IdeiO, to V’ + UI’, and a lifting of v* / rt to 0 
V,, -+ W, which exists by (2). 
It is clear that IJI is an isometry with respect to Qrr” and Rr”, and so by (1) 
the theorem is completely proved. 
THEOREM 11. Let F be an algebraically closed Jield of arbitrary charac- 
teristic. Then two nondegenerate bilinear forms over F are equivalent if and only 
if their asymmetries are similar and, in the case of char F = 2 and p = X + 1 
being a divisor of the minimal polynomial of the asymmetries, the symmetric 
forms hzs+l andgzs+l arising from p are both alternating or both nonalternuting 
for s = 0, l,... . 
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Proof. The necessity is part of Theorems 4 and 9. Conversely, if both 
forms are in Case I, Theorem 5 applies. Suppose they are both in Case II, 
so p = X i 1. Since the asymmetries are similar, V and W are isomorphic 
as modules, so v, and W, have the same dimension over F for each s. Thus 
h, and g, have the same rank. In case IIa, i.e., charF # 2, they are both 
(- l)S-l&symmetric, i.e., they are both alternating or both symmetric, 
and so are equivalent; therefore B and C are equivalent by Theorem 9. 
In Case IIb, charF = 2. Since a nonalternating symmetric form can be 
diagonalized [l], any two (of the same rank) are equivalent, as is the case for 
alternating forms. The defect of Qs has dimension 0 or 1 according to whether 
h 2Sfl is alternating or not (see preamble of Theorem lo), and Q8 is a sum of 
hyperbolic forms and its defect; since the number of variables of the non- 
defective part of Qs is the dimension of V/V(2s + l), it follows easily that 
Qs and R, are equivalent, so the bilinear forms are equivalent by Theorem 10. 
The general case of Theorem 11 now follows from Theorem 4. 
Remark. When applying Theorem 11 in characteristic 2, one can use 
the fact that a nondegenerate alternating form has even rank, and so a 
nondegenerate symmetric form of odd rank cannot be alternating. 
APPENDIX 
Let D be a division ring. Suppose that L is an antiautomorphism of D and 
p an element of D which satisfy 
ppL = 1, aLa = p+-1 for all a in D. 
Define D,,, = {a - a&p: a E D} and D(b*p) = D/DL,, (additive factor group). 
D acts on D(r*u) via b . a = a’ba. We shall assume that TV # - 1 if L is the 
identity and char D # 2. 
Let V be a right vector space (of finite dimension) over D. An (6, CL)- 
quadratic form, or a pseudoquadratic form with respect to L and TV, is a map 
Q: V --+ D’l.u’ which satisfies 
(i) Q(va) = Q(v) . a for all v in V and a in D, 
(ii) Q(u + v) = Q(U) + Q(v) + f(u, v) for all u and v in V, 
for some trace valued (I, p)-hermitian form f: V x V -+ D. 
The conditions of f mean that f is biadditive, f (ua, vb) = atf(u, v)b, 
f (v, u) = f (21, v)l p, and that for each u in V, f (u, u) = a + aLp for some 
a in D. An account of the basic properties of pseudoquadratic forms can be 
found in [8]. Note that Q is a quadratic form if L is the identity and p = 1. 
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The form Q is called nondegenerate if Q(u + ZJ) = Q(U) for all u implies that 
er = 0. This means that Q is an injective homomorphism on the defect 
V-L = {w E v : f(er, V) = O}. 
The proof of the following version of Witt’s theorem is an adaptation of 
a proof of G. E. Wall [9] for the case of hermitian forms; we shall show in a 
corollary how one can deduce Witt’s theorem for trace-valued hermitian 
forms (other than alternating forms in characteristic # 2) from it in a 
formal manner. 
THEOREM 12. Let ‘p: U + V be a D-monomorphism of the subspace U of V 
satisfying Q(p) = Q( ) f u or a u in U. Then if Q is nondegenerate, ‘p can be 11 
extended to an element of the orthogonal group of Q if and only if CP( U n VJ-) = 
(CpU) n V-L. 
Proof. The necessity follows from the fact that any element of the 
orthogonal group O(Q) is the identity on Vl. Similarly, v(U A V”) C VL 
and Q(p) = Q(u) imply that ‘p 1 L/Avl = 1. To prove the sufficiency we may 
suppose that Vl C U since the map v + u t-+ v + vu, where v E VL and 
u E U, yields a well defined extension of v to V’- + U. The proof proceeds 
by induction on m = dim U > dim VL. 
If m = dim VL, 9 is the identity on U and hence is extended by the 
identity on V. So suppose that m > dim VL. Let H be a hyperplane of U 
containing Vl. The induction hypothesis applies to v IH so we can find 
$ E O(Q) extending it. Any extension of I,-$ when composed with + will 
be an extension of v; therefore we may suppose that 
TJ IH = 1. 
Suppose that U = H @ u,D and let u0 = ur - ‘pu, . Then 
uo E H’-, Q&o) = f(uo 3 4, f(uo 5 uo) = f(uo 9 s) +f(ul 9 uo). (14) 
The second equation follows from Q(ur) = Q(quJ = Q(-u. + UJ = 
Qko) + QW - f (uo 9 ur), and the first and third are also easy; note that 
f (P4 PJ) = f (u, 4 f or u and v in U since the two sides of the equation are 
the uniquely determined hermitian forms of Q(qu) and Q(u), 
Suppose first that f (u. , ul) # 0. Define 
+ = v - uof (uo , u&’ f(u0 , v). 
$5: V -+ V is clearly D-linear and Q($w) is equal to Q(V) plus the terms 
Q(uo) . (f (u. , ud-’ f (u. ,4) and the image of -f (u. , +f ho , uPf (u. , v) 
in D(L~u). But the first of these terms is the image in D(L*u) of 
481/3b-5 
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by (14) and so Q($v) = Q(v), i.e., $ E O(Q). Furthermore, $u = u if u E H 
and +ci = ur - us = mu, so $ is the required extension of v. 
Suppose now that f(ua , ur) = 0. Then 
by (14). We next show that there is a vector us in V satisfying 
uz E HI, f&z ,4 = 1 Z f&s > 4. (15) 
If ur $ H + u,,D then (H + u,,D) A is not contained in (ulD)’ so u2 can be 
chosen to satisfy (15) and f(us , u,,) = 0. If ur E H + u,,D then us = u + ula 
with u E H and a E D. Since vu1 $ H, a # 1, so any us in Hl with 
f(us , ur) = 1 satisfies (15) since f(z+ , us) = a. 
Now f(u,, , u,) = f(us , ~a)~ p # p so we may choose b and c in D to 
satisfy 
1 +f(% 9 %)b = CL4 
image in DcLsu) of ~(1 +f(us , u,)b) = Q(u,b). 
A direct verification will show that 
4v = v + u&f(uo , VI - ullf(u, > 4 - Wf(% ,v> (16) 
is the required extension of 9. Let v, t, , t, and t, denote the four terms, in 
order, of the right side. In calculating Q($v), one gets Q(v) + Q(u,b) 0 f(u,, , v) 
plus the images in D(L,@) of f(v, tl), f(t, , v), f(t8 , v), f(tz , tJ and f(t3 , tl) 
(all other possible terms are 0). When one writes 
f(V) fl) = f(v, 4 bf(% 3 v) = f(% 7 V)‘Pbf@, > v), 
the equality Q($v) = Q(v) follows without difficulty. 
COROLLARY. Let g: V x V--f D be a nondegenerate trace-valued (6, p)- 
hermitian form and assume g is not alternating if char D # 2. Then any D- 
monomorphism 9: U -+ V such that g(vu, TV) = g(u, v) for all u and v in U 
has an extension in the unitary group of g. 
Proof. Consider triples (X, 4, p) consisting of a vector space X over D, 
an (6, p)-quadratic form 4: X + D(r*@), and a D-homomorphism p: X -+ V 
such that g(px, py) is the hermitian form of q. In [8] Tits shows the existence 
of a “universal” such triple (V, , Q, r); it is uniquely determined by the 
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following universal mapping property: if (X, Q, p) is a triple as above, there 
is a unique D-homomorphism p’: X + V, making both of 
+ x\ p’ / vg ’ , P n x\ yg 
V D(L.u) 
commutative. The existence of the universal triple does not depend on the 
nondegeneracy of g. 
Since g is trace-valued V itself has a pseudoquadratic form with hermitian 
form g and it follows that rr is onto, and then that ker 7r is the defect V,,l of 
Q. Moreover Q is nondegenerate since if u E ker rr and Q(U) = 0, the 
uniqueness requirement of the universal mapping property implies that the 
inclusion uD + V, is the 0 map. 
If W is any subspace of V (endowed with the restriction of g) it is evident 
that dW, along with the restrictions of r and Q, is the universal object W, 
for W. Thus if W = q~lJ, the map q o (n IV): U, + W lifts to a map 
QJ’: U, + W, preserving Q. There is a similar map (y-l)‘: W, -+ U, which 
by the uniqueness property must be the inverse of QJ’ so q’ is an isomorphism, 
and v’ ker CT = ker 7r. We may therefore apply the theorem and obtain an 
extension @’ E O(Q) of q’. Since @’ is also in the unitary group of the 
hermitian form belonging to Q, the map @ it induces on V is in the unitary 
group of g and is the desired extension of q. 
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